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The oxygen isotopic compositions of chondrites and their internal constituents (chondrules, 
inclusions, xenoliths, matrix, etc.) are highly variable, and, in general, do not follow mass-dependent 
fractionation patterns. They serve, therefore, as tracers of reservoir-reservoir interactions in the solar 
nebula, and thus can be used to study the foxmation of chondrules and the processes by which they are 
assembled into chondrites. Several regularities are well established: (1) three isotopically distinct 
chondrule reservoirs exist, corresponding to ordinary, carbonaceous, and enstatite chondrites; (2) the 
reservoir of carbonaceous chondrite chondrules is common to all sub-classes of carbonaceous 
chondrites; (3) the reservoir of ordinary chondrite chondrules is common to all iron-groups of ordinary 
chondrites; (4) whole-rock isotopic compositions of equilibrated H, L, and LL chondrites are different, 
and follow an 160-mixing trend. 

In the interpretation of the oxygen isotope data, several major problems remain unsolved: (1) do 
the separate reservoirs for ordinary, carbonaceous, and enstatite chondrites represent major spatial or 
temporal heterogeneities in the solar nebula? (2) What are the implications of isotopic mixing lines for 
chondrule formation? (3) How are the H, L, LL whole-rock isotopic compositions established? 
(4) What is the nature of UOC matrix? (5) What is the genetic relation of UOC to EOC? 

Fig. 1 shows whole-rock isotopic data for 68 EOC falls. The three iron groups are resolved, 
and their means define a slope-1 mixing line referred to as the Equilibrated Chondrite Line (ECL). 
Fig. 2 s h ~ w s  isotopic data for 65 individual chondrules from ordinary chondrites (OC) and 53 
chondrules from carbonaceous chondrites (CC). ECL is shown for reference; CCC is a least-squares fit 
to the CC chondrule data, and is almost coincident with the CAI mixing line. The combined CAI-CCC 
line extends over a range of almost 5Wt, and very likely represents interaction between an l60-rich 
solid end-member near 4 0 0  and an 160-~oor nebulir gas reservoir which lies near the extrapolation 
of the mixing line toward the upper right. In contrast, the ordinary chondrite chondrule data span only 
about 5% for a similar total number of samples. It is very difficult to construct a simple two- 
component mixing model which gives such a limited spread of data. This is especially so when the 
range in 6180 is comparable to the magnitude of the equilibrium gas-solid fractionation factor. The 
problem is illustrated in Fig. 3, which shows schematically the consequences of gas-solid exchange 
under such conditions. Point G is taken as the isotopic composition of an infinitely large gas reservoir. 
Point E is the composition of solids in equilibrium with the gas at G. Points SI, S2, S3 represent the 
compositions of varibus solids before exchange, assumed to lie on an I60 mixing line through G. The 
lines Sl-E, S2-E, S3-E show the trajectories followed in gas-sola exchange reactions, and illustrate 
the expected spread of data for a set of incompletely equilibrated samples. The graph shows that short 
mixing lines generated in this way do not have slopes near unity. In fact, short slope-one mixing lines 
can only be formed by a special choice of compositions of starting materials. However, it can be 
shown that an array such as that observed for ordinary chondrite chondrules can be formed by a series 
of exchange events; i.e. multiple accretion and melting processes for each chondrule. The distinction 
between CC chondrules and the OC chondrules is that the former have undergone much less processing 
by multiple melting than the latter. 

The OC chondrule data of Fig. 2 present a problem in understanding the whole-rock isotopic 
composition of H-chondrites. Almost all the single chondrules have oxygen which is isotopically 
heavier than mean H-chondrites. Material balance in H-chondrites is achieved only by inclusion of 
160-rich chondrules and fragments c250 pn in diameter. Fig. 4 shows the data on size-fractions of 
Dhajala (H 3.8). Since H-chondrites contain a larger proportion of small chondrules than L- and LL- 
chondrites, it is likely that the distinctive isotopic compositions of the three iron groups are a 
consequence of a size-sorting of chondrules and fragments during accretion, with chondrules for all OC 
being derived from a common pool. 
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Isotopically distinctive matrix material has been sought in several OC. None has been found, 
with the possible exception of ALH 77299, which contabs ''matrix lumps" which are isotopically light 
[I]. It has not yet been shown with certainty that this material is not d i s ~ b e d  by Antarctic weathering. 

Some UOC have whole-rock isotopic compositions which are within the range of EOC for the 
same iron-group, especially H3 and L3 chondrites. LL3 chondrites, on the other hand, are all heavy- 
isotope enriched, extending to the right of the ECL by up to 2Ym. Some of this effect might be due to 
aqueous alteration on the parent body, as has been observed in Semarkona [2]. Neither chondrules [3] 
nor matrix [4] in LL3 show the systematic effects evident in the whole-rocks. Some component not yet 
sampled must cause the isotopic shift. Its future identification may resolve the genetic relationships 
between UOC and EOC. 
References: [l] G.C.A. 53, 2081 (1989); [2] E.P.S.L. 95, 187 (1989); [3] E.P.S.L. 65, 209 

(1983); [4] Meteoritics 22,395 (1987). 
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